The response of a neural population in cat primary visual cortex to the linear combination of two sinusoidal gratings (a plaid) can be well approximated by a weighted sum of the population responses to the individual gratingsa property we refer to as subspace invariance. We tested subspace invariance in mouse primary visual cortex by measuring the angle between the population response to a plaid and the plane spanned by the population responses to its individual components. We found robust violations of subspace invariance, represented by a median angular deviation of ~55 deg. The cause of this departure is a strong, negative correlation between the mean responses a neuron to the individual gratings and its response to the plaid. We suggest that an early nonlinearity may distort the power distribution of grating and plaid stimuli such that plaids have a prominent power component at ±45 deg off the fundamental orientations. We conclude that subspace invariance does not hold in mouse V1. This finding rules out a large class of possible models of population coding, including vector averaging and gain control.
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Introduction:
How do population of neurons in primary visual cortex encode the visual input (1-7)? Are there elementary properties that would allow us to predict the response of a neural population to complex visual stimuli from the measurement of its responses to simple ones? Previous work measured the response of neural populations to gratings of different contrasts and the plaids that result from their superposition (8, 9) . The population response to plaids were well described by a linear mixture of the responses to the individual component gratings. The mixing coefficients were explained by a contrast gain model (10) . The model provided a satisfactory account for the averaging behavior observed when gratings had similar contrasts and the gradual transition to a winner-take-all regime as the contrasts became increasingly different (8) .
The contrast gain model applied to population responses is an example of a system that satisfies subspace invariance. Given two stimuli, and , and their corresponding population responses, ( ) and ( ), we say the population exhibits subspace invariance if the response to a linear combination of and is a linear combination of ( ) and ( ). In other words, given = + , subspace invariance is satisfied if ( ) ∈ span( ( ), ( )). We can test for subspace invariance by measuring the angle between ( ) and its best approximation lying in the plane = span( ( ), ( )) (Fig 1) . Of course, the optimal approximation in the mean-squared sense is the projection of ( ) onto , which we denote by ( ) = ( ). Here, we used this approach to test the subspace invariance of neural population responses in mouse primary visual cortex. Departures from subspace invariance can be measured by the deviation angle , between the actual population response to a linear combination and by the best approximation resulting by a linear combination of the responses to each of the components.
Methods:
Animals: All procedures were approved by UCLA's Office of Animal Research Oversight (the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee) and were in accord with guidelines set by the US National Institutes of Health. A total of 9 mice, both male (2) and female (7) , aged P35-56, were used in this study. We used TRE-GCaMP6s line G6s2 (Jackson Lab) which express where GCaMP6s is regulated by the tetracycline-responsive regulatory element (tetO). Mice were housed in groups of 2-3, in reversed light cycle. Animals were naïve subjects with no prior history of participation in research studies. We imaged 36 different populations to obtain the data discussed in this study.
Surgery: Carprofen and buprenorphine analgesia were administered pre-operatively. Mice were then anesthetized with isoflurane (4-5% induction; 1.5-2% surgery). Core body temperature was maintained at 37.5C using a feedback heating system. Eyes were coated with a thin layer of ophthalmic ointment to prevent desiccation. Anesthetized mice were mounted in a stereotaxic apparatus. Blunt ear bars were placed in the external auditory meatus to immobilize the head. A portion of the scalp overlying the two hemispheres of the cortex (approximately 8mm by 6mm) was then removed to expose the underlying skull. After the skull is exposed, it was dried and covered by a thin layer of Vetbond. After the Vetbond dries (~15 min) it provides a stable and solid surface to affix the aluminum bracket with dental acrylic. The bracket is then affixed to the skull and the margins sealed with Vetbond and dental acrylic to prevent infections.
Imaging: We began imaging sessions ~4-5 days after surgery. We used a resonant, two-photon microscope (Neurolabware, Los Angeles, CA) controlled by Scanbox acquisition software (Scanbox, Los Angeles, CA). The light source was a Coherent Chameleon Ultra II laser (Coherent Inc, Santa Clara, CA) running at 920nm. The objective was an x16 water immersion lens (Nikon, 0.8NA, 3mm working distance). The microscope frame rate was 15.6Hz (512 lines with a resonant mirror at 8kHz). Eye movements and pupil size were recorded via a Dalsa Genie M1280 camera (Teledyne Dalsa, Ontario, Canada) fitted with a 740 nm long-pass filter that looked at the eye indirectly through the reflection of an infrared-reflecting glass. Images were captured at an average depth of 220 μm. Locomotion was monitored via a quadrature encoder coupled to the shaft of the wheel.
Visual stimulation:
In all experiments we used a BenQ XL2720Z screen which measured 60 cm by 34 cm and was viewed at 20 cm distance, subtending 112 x 80 degrees of visual angle. The screen was calibrated using a Spectrascan PR-655 spectro-radiometer (Jadak, Syracuse, NY), and the result used to generate the appropriate gamma corrections for the red, green and blue components via an nVidia Quadro K4000 graphics card. The contrast of individual sinusoidal gratings was 80%. The plaid was the sum of two gratings with a contrast of %/√ = . %, to ensure the same effective contrast as the individual gratings. The spatial frequencies of the components was always the same, and ranged from 0.03 to 0.06 cpd. Visual stimuli were generated in real-time by a Processing sketch using OpenGL shaders (see http://processing.org) Transistor-transistor logic (TTL) signals generated by the stimulus computer were sampled by the microscope and time-stamped with the frame and line number that being scanned at that time. The time-stamps provided the synchronization between visual stimulation and imaging data. The center of the monitor was positioned with the center of the receptive field population for the eye contralateral to the cortical hemisphere under consideration. The approximate locations of the receptive fields of the population were estimated by an automated process where localized, flickering checkerboards patches, appeared at randomized locations within the screen. This experiment was run at the beginning of each imaging session to ensure the centering of receptive fields on the monitor. We imaged the monocular region of V1 in the left hemisphere. The receptive fields of neurons were centered around 20 to 35 deg in azimuth and 0 to 20 deg in elevation on the right visual hemifield.
Image processing: The image processing pipeline was the same as described in detail elsewhere (11) . Briefly, calcium images were aligned to correct for motion artifacts. We then used a Matlab graphical user interface (GUI) tool developed in our laboratory to define regions of interest corresponding to putative cell bodies manually. Following segmentation, we extracted signals by computing the mean of the calcium fluorescence within each region of interest and discounting the signals from the nearby neuropil. Spikes were then estimated via deconvolution (12) .
Data selection:
The mean temporal response of each cell for each condition was computed ( Fig  2C) . We considered a cell to have generated a significant response to a given condition (one of the two gratings or the plaid) if the peak relative change in fluorescence over was larger than eight. Our findings are robust to changes in this criterion. We defined cell populations as the set of all cells which generated a significant response for at least one condition, all other neurons were discarded.
Code and Data availability. All analyses were conducted in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). Code and data will be available on Figshare.
Results
We measure the activity of neural populations in primary visual cortex of awake, adult mice of both genders, expressing a calcium indicator (GCaMP6s) during exposure to computercontrolled visual stimulation (Fig 2A) . Mice are head restrained, but otherwise free to walk, rest or groom on a 3D printed wheel. The stimulus sequence contained three different patterns: two sinusoidal gratings with the same spatial frequency and orthogonal orientations (patterns and ), and a plaid resulting from their combination and the same effective contrast (pattern = ( + )/√2) (Fig 2B) . In each trial, one of the patterns was selected at random with equal probability and flashed for 166ms, with a stimulus-onset asynchrony of 1.5s (Fig 2B) . The responses of individual cells to such brief stimuli return to baseline by the end of the trial (Fig  2C) . In the present study, we define the response of a cell as its integrated activity over the entire trial (Fig 2C, shaded area) . We run 30 min long sessions for a total of 1200 trials (400 average presentations per pattern). We computed the average response for each pattern across trials, ( ), ( ), and ( ). The dimension of the responses equals the number of cells in the population after cell selection (see Methods). We find it convenient to represent the mean responses as a "barcode" where the response of each cell is mapped to a normalized colormap (Fig 2C) .
To make it easier to visually interpret a population barcode we ordered the cells according to their relative preference for the two grating stimuli. Denote by ( ) and ( ) the mean response of the − ℎ cell in the population to patterns and respectively. Then, barcodes display the population response when cells are ordered increasingly by ( ) − ( ). In this representation, cells with preference for over will be on the right hand side of the barcode, while cells with a preference for over will be on the left. For each experimental session we visualized the results by displaying the barcodes representing the mean population responses to each grating ( ) and ( ), the mean population response to the plaid, ( ), and the best approximation to ( ) attainable by a linear combination of ( ) and ( ), which we denoted by ( ) (Fig 3A) . Due to our choice of cell ordering, the barcode for ( ) shows the most active cells are on the right, while the most active cells in the barcode for ( ) are on the left. Cells that are active during the presentation of a grating, however, appear not to be respond strongly to the plaid, as both ends of the barcode for the plaid are dominated by blue hues, corresponding to low firing rates. In contrast, cells responsive to the plaid are positoned somewhere in the middle of the barcode for ( ). These cells do not seem to respond to the individual components. Moreover, simple visual inspection reveals that the population response to a plaid is very different from its best approximation by a linear combination of the population responses to the components, violating the prediction of subspace invariance ( Fig  3A) .
We quantified these observations by computing the angular distance between mean population vectors (Fig 3B-D) . Across all experiments, the mean angular distance between the population responses to the gratings was large, with a median of 75.4 deg (Fig 3B) . The median angular distance between the population response to the gratings and the plaid stimulus was 64.2 deg (Fig 3C) . Importantly, the median distance between the population response to the plaid and its projection on the subspace spanned by the responses to gratings was 56.5 deg. The medians of the distributions were all statistically different at the < 10 −4 level.
A different way to express the deviations from subspace invariance is to calculate the relative error, defined as the norm of the difference between the actual plaid response and its projection, normalized by the norm of the plaid response, = ‖ ( ) −( )‖/‖ ( )‖ (Fig 4A) . The normalized error is relatively large, with a median of 0.83. These data are effectively the same as shown in Fig 3D, as one can easily see that = sin (Fig 1) . These large deviations are not the result of weak population responses to the plaid, as the magnitude of the population responses to the gratings and the plaids were comparable (Fig 2B) . In fact, plaids generted responses that were 1.15 times larger than the mean norm of the responses to the gratings. To compute an "average barcode" across all our datasets we first normalized the width of the barcodes to one and considered the values of the barcode as samples of a function in that interval. We then interpolated these data at 32 equally spaced points and averaged the results for each stimulus class to obtain average barcodes and angular distances (Fig 5A) . These composite barcodes highlight the difference in the population responses for each stimulus condition. It also accentuates one key feature of the data already noted in the individual cases (Fig 3A) namely, cells in the population that respond to the plaids do not respond to the individual components, while cells that respond to the individual components do not respond to the plaid and viceversa. This is the fundamental reason why it is not possible to approximate the population response to the plaid as a linear combination of the responses to the gratings. This effect, which is so salient in the average data, is also present if we look at the responses of individual cells (Fig 5B) . The scatterplot shows the average response of a cell to the plaid, ( ), against its mean response to the gratings, ( ( ) + ( ))/2. All individual cells recorded are included in this analysis. The responses of individual cells to plaids and gratings are negatively correlated ( = 1035, = −0.62, < 10 −100 ). What kind of mechanism could generate the negative correlation between component responses to sinuoidal gratings and plaids? One explanation is that there is a front-end nonlinearity that distorts the contrast of visual patterns. A strong nonlinearity will affect the distribution of power in the Fourier domain (Fig 6) . While the spectra of pure sinusoidal gratings and plaids will consist of peaks at the fundamental frequencies ( Fig  6A) , a sigmoidal distorsion of the contrast will spread the spectral components to include higher harmonics. In the case of the gratings, the harmonics will have the same In the case of the gratings all harmonics have the same orientation as the grating, but in the case of the plaid, the power is concentrated on harmonics at ±45 deg off the fundamentals.
Discussion
Understanding how populations of neurons respond to natural stimulation is a central problem in systems neuroscience (1, 7) . Here we studied subspace invariance of population response, which is a weaker property than the homogeneity of linear systems, as it does not require strict superposition of the responses. In a linear system ( + ) = ( ) + ( ), while subspace invariance only requires that ( + ) ∈ span{ ( ), ( )}. An example of a non-linear model which satisfies subspace invariant is the normalization model (8) , which when applied to population of neurons in the primary visual cortex of the cat, was able to explain rather well the responses to plaid stimuli composed of gratings of different contrast levels. The model accounts orientation as the fundamentals. However, in the case of the distorted plaid, the dominant power will be contained in harmonics at ±45 deg off the fundamental orientations (13) . It is then possible for cells that respond to an appropiate range of orientation and spatial frequencies to respond to the plaid and not the grating, and viceversa. To test this idea we are currently collecting data that includes not only the mean responses to gratings and plaids, but also the full 2D tuning of neurons in the orientation and spatial frequency domain. A comparison of the tuning of neurons at different positions of the barcode should be able to tell us if the proposed explanation is likely or not. At present we do not have sufficient data to make a determination.
for the averaging behavior observed for gratings of equal contrasts and the transition into a winner-take-all regime as the contrasts increasingly diverge, making the identity of the stimulus with highest contrast determine the population response. A second study used intrinsic imaging in tree shrew primary visual cortex and reported averaging behavior of component with equal contrast matched the responses to plaids (9) . Of course, averaging also satisfies subspace invariance.
In contrast to these past studies in cats and tree shrews, we find gross violations of subspace invariance in mouse primary visual cortex. The responses of neural populations to plaids could not be approximated by the linear combination of the population responses to its components, as evidenced by a large, median angular deviation of 56.5 deg and a relative error of 0.83 (Fig  3D & 4A) . This result falsifies the hypothesis of subspace invariance and, as a special case, the gain control model as well. The central reason why subspace invariance fails is a strong, negative correlation between the average responses cells to the component gratings and to the plaid (Fig 5B) . This means there were some cells that responded to the plaids that were unresponsive to the gratings.
Is it possible that subspace invariance holds for subthreshold responses but fails when analyzing extracellular responses? Let us assume that ( ) = ( ( )), where ( ) is a subthreshold response to grating and (•) is a monotonically increasing, convex nonlinearity. We also adopt a similar notation for the other stimulus classes. Then, the response to a convex mixture of and satisfies ( + (1 − ) ) ≤ ( ) + (1 − ) ( ) (Jensen's inequality). For plaids constructed by averaging of two grating stimuli, we have = 1/2 and (( + )/2) ≤ ( ( ) + ( ))/2. However, it is clear there are many cells for which this inequality if violated ( Fig  5B) . In particular, cells showing responses near zero to the gratings, should see their responses to the plaid bounded from above by very small number. Instead, these are the cells that show the maximal response to the plaid. Thus, a simple output nonlinearity is an unlikely explanation for the observed phenomenon. (Although our plaid stimuli are not strictly convex mixtures of the component gratings, as the norm of the stimulus constant, it is doubtful our findings would be any different had we chosen to average them instead.) Instead, we suggest that an early nonlinearity may distort the power distribution of grating and plaid stimuli such that plaids have a prominent power component at ±45 deg off the fundamental orientations. To assertain the validity of such explanation it would be necessary to measure the joint orientation of neurons for orinetation and spatial frequency, which is one of our next steps in this research project.
There are other differences in the stimuli and methods used across the studies. We only consider cells which generated a significant response to at least one class of stimuli. Thus, our barcodes, do not contain cells that do not respond to any of these stimuli. In contrast, the study by Busse and collaborators measured from cells which responded also to gratings at intermediate orientations than the ones corresponding to the gratings (8) . Their population responses were defined first by arranging cells according to their preferred orientation and then averaging their responses in a discrete number of orientation bins. Assume the neurons that respond to plaids, but not gratings, have preferences for intermediate orientations when probed with gratings. One could also imagine that these cells represent a minority among other cells with similar orientation preferences. Then, this past analysis may have washed out the activities of cells responsive to plaids by averaging them with other non-responsive cells which have a similar preference for orientation. Another methodological difference is that cat recording occurred in a population of cells recorded with a 10x10 microelectrode array with a grid spacing of 400 m. Such a population contains cells with pairwise distances much larger than the one in our two-photon data. It is possible that interactions between the members of the population that give rise to the negative correlations observed here are due to local network mechanisms not detectable when sampling from cell pairs which are far apart in the cortex.
Another possibility, of course, is that the results reflect true species differences. Although in our experiments stimuli were flashed gratings and plaids, we note that when probed with moving stimuli the proportion of component versus pattern cells in mouse appears different than those cats and monkeys (14-16) (but see ref (17) for a different outcome). According to one study (14) , the fraction of component cells in mouse V1 is only 17%, compared to 84% in higher mammals, while the fraction of pattern cells is about 10%, compared to <1.3% in cats and monkeys. It would be of interest to see if there is any relationship between the responses of neurons to flashed gratings/plaids and the classic definition of component and pattern cells defined by moving stimuli (16, 18) .
Altogether, we conclude the population responses in mouse V1 to the weighted sum of stimuli are not readily explained by a linear combination of their responses to the individual components. More complex models of population coding need to be developed. To this end, a deeper understanding between the relationship of cells that respond to plaids and their full tuning in the orientation and spatial frequency domain, and their categorization into component and pattern cells in response to moving stimuli, is needed. Finally, imaging the activity of LGN afferents should reveal if some of the properties observed is inherited from the input (19) (20) (21) (22) .
